
TEACHER GUIDE 

Passwords at Portugal – Breakout Game 

To begin with, click the link below to enter the event 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qvVJjP7whu9_eq2uy7QRZR45I09CuVPNIjWvxEdrjls/previe

w?rm=minimal 

The story in the opened presentation file is read. Then, by clicking on stage 1 on the last page, we 

switch to the presentation page where we will find our first password. 

Lizbon Square 

 

Image 1:  Lizbon Square 

Image:1 - 1 numbered field;  When we click on this icon on the pages, it redirects the relevant area 

to a Thinglink page where we can see 360 degrees. 

Image:1 - 2 numbered field; 

 

Image 2:  Lizbon Square 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qvVJjP7whu9_eq2uy7QRZR45I09CuVPNIjWvxEdrjls/preview?rm=minimal
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qvVJjP7whu9_eq2uy7QRZR45I09CuVPNIjWvxEdrjls/preview?rm=minimal


Image:2 - 1 numbered field; We enter the password we found in the section from the Google Form 

opened by clicking this icon. 

Image:2 - 2 numbered field; When this area is clicked, the presentation page with the king opens. 

(The student must enter the password here in Google Form.) 

  

Password :  Joseph I of Portugal 

 

 

Image 3: Google Form 

Image:3 - 1 numbered field; After entering the password we found in Google Form, this field is 

clicked. The next section's page opens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Belem Of Tower 

 

Image  4: Belem Of Tower    

Image:4 - 1 numbered field; It gives information about when it was included in the Unesco World 

Heritage List. 

Image:4 - 2 numbered field; When we click on this icon on the page, it directs the relevant area to 

the youtube video where we can see it in 360 degrees. 

Image:4 - 3 numbered field; This leads to picture 5. 

  

Image:5  Belem Of Tower Information 

Image:5 - 1 numbered field; Thinglink provides information about Vasco Da Gama on its website. 



 

Image 6: Vasco Da Gama İnformation 

Image:6 - 1 numbered field; Gives information about where Vasco Da Gama went by ship in 1497. 

From here, go back to the Google Form page and answer the section question. 

 

Password:  India  

 

  



EVORA 

 

Image 7: Evora 

Image:7 - 1 numbered field; It provides information about when it was included in the Unesco World 

Heritage List. 

Image:7 - 2 numbered field; It is the hidden click area where the password for this section is located. 

When we click, we see that the answer to the question is "Evora". 

Image:7 - 3 numbered field; It directs you to a page containing information about the city's Roman 

history and the century in which it lived its brightest. 

Image:7 - 4 numbered field; Redirects to the page with information about Evora. 

 

 

Password:  Evora 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TOMAR PORTUGAL 

 

Image 8: Tomar Portugal 

Image:8 - 1 numbered field; It gives information about when it was included in the Unesco World 

Heritage List. 

Image:8 - 2 numbered field; When clicked, it directs you to the area with the problem and 

information about the password. 

 

 

Password:  Geographical Discoveries 

  



SİNTRA 

 

Image 9: Sintra 

Image:9 - 1 numbered field; Provides information about the architecture of the Pena Palace in the 

city of Sintra. 

 Image:9 - 2 numbered field; He gives information about the content of the letter sent by Lord Byron 

to his friend in the 15th century. 

Image:9 - 3 numbered field; It gives information about when it was included in the Unesco World 

Heritage List. 

 

 

Password:  Sintra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FİNAL QUESTİON 

 

Resim 10: Final Question 

Image:10 - 1 numbered field; When the last question is answered in the questionnaire form, click on 

the relevant field that appears. Go to the area shown in Picture 11. 

 

Image 11 : Final Question   

Image  11  Clicking on the password indicated by the arrow in the field directs to the Google Form that 

asks the final question. When we answer the final question correctly, we move on to the Picture 12 

final stage and the tasks are completed. 

Password:  Lizbon 



FINAL SCENE 

 

 

Image 12: Hotel Scene 

Image 12 : It is the page indicating that the guest who completed the tasks won a 1-week vacation. 

  


